Providing Real-time Communication and Better Deliveries

SmartMobile is an essential tool for dispatchers and drivers that allows them to receive and transmit information wirelessly via an onboard touch computer. Drivers can record lift and delivery information and changes in real-time, and can more easily handle complex orders with multiple supply sources and destinations. Dispatchers can share lift and delivery charges with drivers immediately and close out orders in real-time, creating a more efficient system.

Wireless Data Capture

SmartMobile gives the driver site inventory levels, supports freight settlement charges and can capture customer signatures—eliminating the wait time for paperwork while speeding up the billing and driver payroll processes.

Go Green with SmartMobile

Real-time dispatching from TelaPoint to your on-board computers reduces paperwork, dispatch errors, and cuts your administrative overhead. Plus, real-time delivery data capture speeds up the billing. With SmartMobile, you can dispatch loads without paper, reducing your environmental impact.

"TelaPoint is helping us streamline our fuel forecasting and transportation dispatch operations by making the process more efficient."

- Gary Christensen, President, R.E. Powell Distributing
Key Benefits at a Glance

- Optimize inventory with fewer run-outs, diversions, and split loads
- Increase average load sizes and lower transportation costs
- Reduce supply costs by purchasing at the best location
- More efficient dispatching and increased dispatcher productivity
- Reduce cycle time for billing and payroll

SmartReplenish™
Manage your inventory more effectively

SmartBuy™
Always find the best fuel price

SmartSchedule™
Assign fuel orders more effectively

SmartReconcile™
Reduce invoice processing